

**Research Methodology**

**Region of Research**

The primary data will be collected from Mumbai region. In order to find the methods, procedures and practices of data maintenance experiences shows that, its successes, its results and impact, vary from organisation to organisation in different places in Mumbai.

Secondary data will be collected from various published sources such as books, journals, magazines, newspapers and selected Accounting books.

The technique used for data collection will be one-to-one interviews. Individual responses, thus obtained, will be compiled, processed and analysed. For this purpose a close-end questionnaire will be designed to get the responses from sampled data.

The sample for the present study will constitute the following categories of respondents.
(a) Case study and personal interview of at least 10 successful accountants.
(b) Successful financial entrepreneur’s books.

**Research Design**

The research conducted shall be of Descriptive and Analytical in nature

The research design and the steps adopted in research methodology kept in focus the objectives set for the study and the general hypothesis of the study. The numbers of Null hypothesis were formed for the study shall be also subjected to statistical method of testing. The objectives, general hypothesis, different null hypothesis become the center of research methodology to fulfill the purpose of the research.

**Sampling**

The procedure used in the study consisted of identifying journal articles, dissertations, theses, and magazine articles, and obtaining data from Internet sites to be used in trying to obtain answers to the proposed research questions.
**Collection of Data**

The collection of data consists of both primary data and secondary data.

The Primary data shall be collected by floating a structured questionnaire. Before finalizing the structured questionnaire, the questionnaire was subjected to pilot testing. By removing the difficulties the final structured questionnaire.

The secondary data was collected from the following sources.

- a. Books and Journals relevant to the study conducted.
- b. Published and unpublished research report.
- c. Unpublished data that came to the knowledge from the records of reputed Organizations,
- d. Various Websites.

**Processing Of Data**

The edited questionnaires were recorded. The recorded data was subjected to classification. The data was classified on the following basis.

1. Regular visit to women entrepreneurs
2. State government sites like SME’s
3. State individual sectors sites
4. Indian and state budget reports for women
5. Interview with women entrepreneurs.

**Processing Of Data**

The edited questionnaires were recorded. The recorded data was subjected to classification.

**Method of Reporting**
The research reporting text, consist of tables, bar diagrams and pie diagrams for providing effective understanding.